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Introduction 1.01 Project Brief

In December 2019, Ironside Farrar were

commissioned by Neilston Development Trust

/ Uplawmoor Development Trust to prepare a

report in support of a Sustrans Stage 2

(concept design) bid for a sustainable active

transport link between the settlements of

Neilston and Uplawmoor in East

Renfrewshire. The stage 1 report for the

strategic cycle corridor had been completed

by others in July 2019. Key outputs of the

project brief were as follows:

• Develop concept design for the strategic

cycle corridor

• Engage with landowners on technical

matters

• Produce proposals for public realm

enhancement

• Collaborate with the client in the delivery

of associate community and stakeholder

engagement

To ensure compliance with brief and funder

requirements, monthly reporting was

undertaken and documentation regularly

shared with Client and Funder for comment

and review.

Although fortunate that early site survey works

and public and stakeholder consultations

were undertaken prior to the impact of

Covid19, nonetheless the completion of this

report has had to adjust and adapt to

circumstances outwith the control of Client,

Consultant and Funder.
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2.00 Project Familiarisation
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Project familiarisation 2.01 Strategic Context

Stage 1 report, undertaken by Aecom (July

2019) for East Renfrewshire Council, has

provided much of the basis and briefing for

this Stage 2 report. As such, it is not

intended to repeat the information collated

but rather this report should be read in

conjunction with the stage 1 feasibility study.

This included the following which set the

context for Stage 2:

•Clearly demonstrated the strategic

significance of the Community Link.

•Undertook an analysis of the former railway

link and suggested a design considered

feasible, subject to landowner agreement.

•Noted sections of route where further

technical appraisal would be required.

•Undertook initial landowner discussions –

with an alternative route proposed for one

area.

•Provided a costed proposal and set

parameters for design standards.

This Stage 1 report has been both expanded

upon and tested within Stage 2, with additional

technical analysis, more public, stakeholder

and landowner consultation, further

consideration of design and environment,

equalities impact and consideration of

audience undertaken.

Part of the purpose of Stage 2 has not only

been to look at the strategic context and

technical elements but also to assist in

developing a vision for the route than ensures

it has a strong sense of identity and purpose,

responding to local conditions and needs.
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Project Familiarisation 2.02 Historic Context

A review of historic mapping has been

undertaken to assist in the familiarisation

of the site. These maps have been

overlaid on present day aerial images to

assist in the review the landscape. Noted

elements included the following:

• The railway, an extension of the

Lanarkshire and Ayrshire Railway was

opened in 1903. Therefore the Railway

was not constructed at time of survey

of the Second edition OS.

• The settlement of Uplawmoor was very

small, prior to the construction of the

railway, and its expansion can be

viewed as being associated with the

opportunity the transport link gave for

commuting.

• Railway way dismantled early 1960s.

• Pre-construction topography, field

boundaries, landscape types and

paths identified.

• Evidence that sections of Wellpark site

had uses further to the dismantlement

of railway including bus garaging. The

location of the well can also be

identified.
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Project familiarisation 2.03 Uplawmoor Road

As part of the project familiarisation,

Ironside Farrar travelled the full length of the

existing road link between Neilston and

Uplawmoor by foot to consider its character

and suitability for active transport. Although

there is only a distance of circa five

kilometres between the two settlements the

existing road has significant constraints that

restricts its suitability as an active transport

link. These include the following:

•There is no footway or level verge

•Road is busy with vehicular traffic and is to  

the National Speed Limit

•Road has significant gradients – particularly

to the immediate west of Neilston.

•Road has several bends which impact upon

forward visibility for cyclists and pedestrians.
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Project Familiarisation 2.04 Statutory Services

Records of underground and overhead

services were requested from all the

statutory undertakers. These were collated

and utilised in the consideration of the

route alignment and the potential impact

on route design. Site survey work also

identified location of services. Key findings

include the following:

• Sections of the proposed route have

underground services from different

utilities associated with them. Some of

these cross the proposed route, whilst

in other areas, they run along the path

alignment.

• There are overhead cables and pylons

that cross or run adjacent to the

proposed alignment of the route.

At stage 3 further consultation will be

required with providers relating to the

status of individual services within the

route. The current concept designs would

however not appear to compromise

underground services in general terms.

Nonetheless full cognisance of service

routes will be necessary during detail

design of the project.
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3.00 Consultation and Audience Development



At the outset of the project, taking in cognisance the

strategic background and work undertaken as part of the

Stage 1 report, it was important to consider who were likely

to be potential users of the route. This helped inform the

initial design and consultation process. Consultation gave

the opportunity to both review initial assessment and to

consider whether any specific potential user groups may

require more targeted consultation in the future.

Neilston, as a settlement contains a range of facilities

including swimming pool, shops, bars/cafes doctors,

dentists two primary schools, railway station, library and

junior football club. Uplawmoor has a primary school,

library and a hotel, but, no shops.

Pre-consultation, the design principles within Places for

Everyone highlighted were referenced when potential users

were considered. Strava data provided some information

relating to existing cycle and running use (whilst

recognising its limitations) The data sets from the Scottish

Index of Multiple Deprivation were also reviewed. From that

2020 data it was evident that areas of deprivation in

Neilston were particularly associated with poor health,

employment and income outcomes. By contrast in

Uplawmoor levels of deprivation are very low. However the

community was noted as being in the lowest decile for

geographic access. In conjunction with consultation the

following uses of the route were identified:

• As a commuting route between Uplawmoor and

Neilston – with connection to Neilston Station

• As a connecting Community Link between the

settlements for shopping, social activities etc.

• As a shorter safe route to School / active transport

corridor within Neilston

• As a recreational route for walkers and family cycling

• As a means to access the wider minor road network for

cycling and walking

• As a potential bridleway (there are stables adjacent to

the route)
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Consultation and Audience Development 3.01 Identifying potential users
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Consultation and Audience Development 3.02 Considering the wider context

In terms of developing a specific audience

for the route, beyond it’s identified strategic

context it is important to consider setting,

place and location.

Neilston, with a population of c.5000 sits at

the edge of the Greater Glasgow

conurbation at an elevation of circa 150m,

approximately 100m higher than Barrhead.

It is at a point where the landscape

changes in character to elevated marginal

farmland and moorland. The landscape,

which is classified as greenbelt by East

Renfrewshire Council (LFF3 2016) - is

punctuated with geological interest such as

the volcanic Neilston Pad and a series of

reservoirs that served the conurbation. This

landscape is distinctively rural in nature. By

Uplawmoor (population c.670) the

landscape is further detached from the

influence of the major conurbation and

rolls gently into rural East Ayrshire.

A major characteristic of this section of

open countryside is the network of minor

rural roads, which are single track, quiet

and several have been designated by East

Renfrewshire Council as core paths. This

network is a distinctive characteristic of this

wider landscape and links towards Dunlop

(railway station) It is therefore evident that

the proposed link would provide the

opportunity to unlock this recreational (

and therefore public health) asset through

creating a safe route out of Neilston.

It is also clear that the proposed link would

help to link up other recreational assets

closer to the two settlements of Neilston

and Uplawmoor. This include existing

paths such as Midgehole Glen, together

with proposed routes being investigated by

both Development Trusts such as

Uplawmoor woods.



Whilst landowner consultation has been

led by the Client, Ironside Farrar and

Sustrans have supported this process and

in some instances have been involved

directly in landowner discussions, or have

assisted in providing information to Client

and Land Agent.

Mapping of landowners interests has

been co-ordinated by Sustrans including

the plotting of ownership extents as

illustrated.

Ironside Farrar have taken cognisance of

the comments and concerns of

landowners within the development of

concept design. This process is on-going

and the intention of the design is that (for

rural areas) that agricultural operations

are fully understood and are

accommodated for within the project. It is

recognised that continued consultations

will be an important element of Stage 3 to

ensure positive outcomes for all parties.
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Consultation and Audience Development 3.03 Landowner Consultations
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Consultation and Audience Development 3.04 Public and Stakeholder Consultations

Ironside Farrar were commissioned to

assist public / stakeholder and landowner

consultations. These were predominantly

undertaken at evening events held in late

February 2020.

All consultation material, including the

design development drawings and outline

project specifications / standards were

approved by Client and funder prior to

events.

Public consultations at Uplawmoor and

Neilston together with a further

stakeholder / community group meeting

were attended by Ironside Farrar, Client

and Sustrans. Representatives of East

Renfrewshire Council attended the

stakeholder meeting and have been kept

informed of stage 2 progress. A further

meeting specifically with Wellpark

residents was attended by Ironside Farrar

and Client.

As part of the consultation process those

attending were encouraged to fill in a short

questionnaire.

The questionnaire provided data that

illustrated support for the route, the

breadth of different likely uses and the

importance of access to safe, high quality

green space. This information informed

the design process and created useful

community contacts for more targeted

future consultation and audience

development. An example of this would

before future working with the community

associated with the Wellpark site.

A separate report on consultation has

been prepared by the Client group.

2. How do you rate the proposal ?
VERY POSITIVELY   

QUITE POSITIVELY 

NOT BOTHERED 0

NOT IN FAVOUR

3. Would you use the route?
YES

NO 0

If YES, How frequently would you use it? 
DAILY 

OFTE
N 

OCCA
SIONA
LLY 

SELDOM 

4. What would you use the route for? (You can tick 
more than one box)

Commuting to Station 

SCHO
OLS

CLUBS 
& 
ACTIVI
TIES 

SHOP
PING

THE PARK

OPEN COUNTRYSIDE

ACCOMPANYING 

RIDING 

OTHE
R

7. How important is it to you to have access to safe and 
secure green space? 

VERY IMPORTANT 

USE IT IF  THERE

NOT IMPORTANT

OTHER 0
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Site Survey 4.01 Overview

8
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To gain a detailed understanding of the site

and the surrounding landscape, Ironside

Farrar undertook a comprehensive

familiarisation through surveying the entire

route on foot. This process identified that the

potential route could readily be sub-divided

into eight separate character sections, each

divided by a road or path crossing. A

photographic survey was undertaken and

characteristics were recorded in table form,

assessed according to eight different criteria.

The purpose of undertaking this baseline

survey was to:

• Inform the design process – ensuring

context-specific solutions.

• Gain an understanding of present land

management to ensure constructive and

informed consultation could be

undertaken.

• Provide an understanding of the main

physical and natural heritage aspects of

the site – to inform design and identify

further, targeted appraisal.

• Consider the characteristics of the

corridor that could be utilised to provide

new green infra-structure, support bio-

diversity and provide opportunity for

community involvement.

• Provide information on the physical

characteristics of the site that could

impact upon design and construction.

This was intended to ensure designs are

resource efficient and innovative

solutions, and that these factors are

considered and fully explored at an

appropriate stage.
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Site Survey 4.02 Section 1 Central Neilston
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Public park

Physical constraints Although within an open public park – route has to relate to other park uses including play, 

pitches and existing car parking.

Landscape description Urban public park,  open, rising to south. Park has included a series of improvements to 

infrastructure including play, skate and planting Footpath to south has been recently 

upgraded to 2.5m and lit

Connections Adjacent to station and close to primary school

Enclosure Not applicable

Heritage None noted

Topography Rising to south, levelled playing fields with embankments between

Comments Importance for  route to provide a strong link through this key community asset to railway 

station
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Site Survey 4.02 Section 1 Central Neilston
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Site Survey 4.03 Section 2 Wellpark
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Vacant   - with pedestrian desire line crossing through

Physical constraints Consideration of access at either end (road crossings and gradients)

Landscape description Enclosed scrub to rear of residential properties which overlook site. Some sections 

waterlogged

Connections Access to adjacent housing areas

Enclosure Former railway enclosed by rear boundaries of housing – circa 20 – 35m width (varies) 

Fenced to west

Heritage Existing bridges infilled no other railway heritage noted

Topography Within cutting – bridges infilled either end. Embankment to south has been regraded to a 

steeper profile

Comments Potential to develop full site as a community asset to form a green spine through Neilston.  

As a derelict site, testing of soils is recommended
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Site Survey 4.03 Section 2 Wellpark
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Site Survey 4.04 Section 3 West Neilston
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Varies – east section public footway adjacent to housing /greenspace west section informal 

footpath through unused land 

Physical constraints Includes some narrow footways c 2.2m – 2.5m between fence and retaining wall / 

embankment

Landscape description Varied landscape through suburban fringes of Neilston, opening out into scrub land with 

increasing views out. Rock face – quarry associated with railway 

Connections Various direct connections to housing. West section links to existing footpath at Midgehole 

Glen

Enclosure Corridor generally enclosed by fencing  Width varies considerably and is particularly open 

towards the west,

Heritage Retaining walling and remnants of bridges infilled

Topography Varied , level but constrained to east, within embankment to west

Comments Section already utilised, formally to east and informally to west. Considerable opportunity for 

improvement
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Site Survey 4.04 Section 3 West Neilston
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Site Survey 4.05 Section 4 Midgehole to Jaapston
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Some sections utilised for farming access, however fenced from adjacent fields.

Physical constraints Missing bridge deck, embankment to east of section, cutting to west.

Landscape description Dramatic section of route - crossing the Levern / Midgehole Glen (track / footpath) and h 

elevated views across landscape

Connections Minor road at Jaapston

Enclosure Broad railway zone enclosed with stockproof field fences to either side which appear 

maintained. Gate across line

Heritage Original (c.1903) Concrete bridge and some associated remnants of engineering at Levern 

crossing in particular

Topography Route follows elevated course and is generally on embankment until the western section 

(bridge under minor road)

Comments A high landscape quality section of route, will require careful consideration of landowners 

need particularly associated potential re-establishment of bridge. The existing bridge across 

the Levern, within farmland is unlikely to have had regular structural engineering checks.
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Site Survey 4.05 Section 4 Midgehole to Jaapston
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Site Survey 4.06 Section 5 West of Jaapston
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Grazing – sections utilised as farm track and storage of materials

Physical constraints Few constraints – wide railway corridor

Landscape description Initially within cut, the corridor opens up to provide views of the  local landmark Howcraigs 

Hill

Connections Minor Road to east – bridge under Uplawmoor Road

Enclosure Corridor partially enclosed by field boundary fencing (eastern section)

Heritage Bridge – burn crossing

Topography Varies from shallow cut to slight embankment, majority broadly level with landscape

Comments Consideration of how to accommodate farm use
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Site Survey 4.06 Section 5 West of Jaapston
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Site Survey 4.07 Section 6 Cowdenmoor
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Grazing – route appears used for access and also includes animal feeding / shelter

Physical constraints Burn crossing – (existing bridge)

Landscape description Open, rolling landscape with rocky buffs and panoramic views over Fereneze Braes

Connections Minor road at west (towards Shillford)

Enclosure Dilapidated and missing fence line. Generally track corridor within grazing areas

Heritage Bridge – narrow farm access

Topography Embanked to north

Comments Consideration required of farming requirements
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Site Survey 4.07 Section 6 Cowdenmoor
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Site Survey 4.08 Section 7 Uplawmoor Wood
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Criteria Notes

Existing use No clear use. Existing woodland / scrub

Physical constraints Existing track bed in cutting and sections waterlogged

Landscape description Within large area of semi-native woodland- railway line has infilled with natural regeneration

Connections Potential access into Uplawmoor Road Woods. Possible additional links to Uplawmoor

Enclosure Field fence lines within a broad c. 15  -25m railway zone

Heritage Bridges to east and west. Appear to be original (c.1903)

Topography Line within a  generally shallow cutting

Comments Some likely habitat interest both to the route and adjacent.  Opportunity for route to be to 

aligned either the immediate north or south of alignment (north includes pylon line)
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Site Survey 4.08 Section 7 Uplawmoor Wood
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Site Survey 4.09 Section 8 Uplawmoor
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Criteria Notes

Existing use Existing railway corridor generally unused land between footpath and farm track

Physical constraints Existing footpath is narrow (circa 2.5m) between fence lines – however former track area 

appears unused.

Landscape description Edge of village with combination of old shelter belt planting and open views to south.

Connections Various to village – informal path beyond.

Enclosure Former rail corridor generally fenced with field boundary fencing.

Heritage Platforms of Uplawmoor Station

Topography Level within central portion with  cuttings at bridges to east and west.

Comments Potential for intervention at former station to create community asset and sense of arrival, 

Eastern section heavily wooded and poorly drained. Single development plot to south.
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Site Survey 4.09 Section 8 Uplawmoor
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Site Survey 4.10 Existing Bridges

As part of the project familiarisation Ironside

Farrar mapped all bridges and crossings

associated with the railway route. The bridges

themselves all appear to be original and are

therefore contemporary with the construction

of the railway (c. 1903). In one instance –

(crossing under Uplawmoor Road parapet

has been replaced.

The dominant construction material for the

bridges is insitu concrete. In sections this is

crumbling and would benefit from detailed

inspection.

Whilst road bridges are regularly inspected,

the largest existing bridge structure outwith

the road network is adjacent to Midgehole

Glen. It is therefore recommended that this

bridge, in particular is surveyed by a

Structural Engineer.

Elsewhere there is a missing bridge, with only

abutments remaining to the east of Jaapston.

It is understood that due to the relative low

clearance that any replacement structure may

need to accommodate farm access under and

therefore be designed accordingly.

For all bridges it is noted that balustrades are

not sufficiently high to meet the requirements

of Cycle by Design guidelines and would

therefore have to have additional protection.

Beneath some bridges, as a result of being

within cuttings, bases were waterlogged. It

was considered that this may have long term

impact on bridge structures as well as

impeding passage under. It was therefore

concluded that the design of route would

require to mitigate for this.
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5.00 Route Analysis
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Route Analysis 5.01 Existing Overview

Uplawmoor Road -

Existing link between

Neilston and Uplawmoor

Railway Alignment route –

Proposed route following

line of former railway.

Southern Route – Existing

link between Neilston and

Uplawmoor predominantly

on minor roads

.

At Present There are two possible routes

identified for active transport between the

settlements of Neilston and Uplawmoor.

These are as follows:

Uplawmoor Road – Main Road between the

two settlements, single carriageway with no

footway. National speed Limit (60 MPH)

Southern Route – A route that connects up

single track roads between the settlements.

These are typically 3 – 3.5m width with few

passing places, very low traffic volumes and

are part of East Renfrewshire’s core path

Network.

The aim of Places for Everyone is:

“to create safer, more attractive, healthier

places by increasing the number of everyday

journeys made by walking, cycling and

wheeling”.

Within that context It is important to consider

both the shortfalls of the existing routes and

ensure that the proposals maximise the

benefits that can be accrued through

investment.

Overall assessment indicates that the railway

route is as direct as Uplawmoor Road, has

significantly less topographical change and

has the potential to be traffic free.

The southern route is considerably less direct,

and has substantial topographical change,

both of which are likely to reduce the

attractiveness of the route for everyday

journeys.
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5 2 1

Route Analysis 5.02 Routes Appraised

Railway route - alignment of former track

Southern route - predominantly following minor road network

Northern option – potential alternative route through Neilston

Links - road or path linkages between the different route

options.

Stage 1 Report (2019) concluded that a route

connecting Neilston to Uplawmoor following

the alignment of the former Ayrshire and

Lanarkshire railway was feasible (subject to

landowner agreement being obtained).

To both satisfy the requirements of the

Sustrans Stage 2 application and to ascertain

whether there were other possibilities to

achieve a linkage between the two

settlements, consideration of options in part

or in full was undertaken.

Exploration of options, with linkages

additionally provided information about the

potential of other routes to meet criteria of key

design principles .That assisted consideration

of possible phasing of works, additionality or

appropriateness of alternative routes. In

additional this process allowed the stage 1

route to be benchmarked against other

options.

To allow for ease of understanding and to

highlight where connections exist, the

proposals have been simplified into a process

diagram. These have then been assessed

according to different criteria.

37 48 6
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5 2 1

Route Analysis 5.03 Topography

Least topographical change

Moderate topographical change

Most topographical change

Whilst hills and topographical change are part

of the experience and character of walking,

wheeling and cycling routes, nonetheless,

Sustrans “Traffic-free routes and greenways

design guide” importantly notes:

“The design of vertical alignments should

ensure that routes remain inclusive, accessible

and attractive”

To achieve this, Sustrans provide a table of

gradients which routes should follow.

Using these criteria as a basis, route sections

have been assessed utilising OS and Google

levels data:

Least topographical change:

Route has relaxed gradients and should be

able to be engineered to achieve grades no

steeper than 1:33

Moderate topographical change:

Route has relatively short sections where

gradients have gradients greater than 1:33

but less than 1:14

Most topographical change:

Route has considerable sections of gradients

in excess of 1:20 and / or sections gradients

steeper than 1:14

Analysis suggests that the southern option,

following on-road core paths, whilst an

attractive route does not meet the

topographical criteria for inclusion and

accessibility. It could, however, provide

additionality to the railway line route. Potential

options to the north, close to Neilston, would

also appear to have topographical

constraints.

37 48 6

Most topographical changeModerate topographical changeLeast topographical change
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5 2 1

Route Analysis 5.04 Existing Typography

Understanding typography can be key to

developing a proposal that is deliverable and

provides consistency of experience for route

users. The characteristics have been

categorised as follows (noting that these take

a general view of each section and that there

may be some variance of typography within

some individual sections) :

Existing footpath Existing path either fully

constructed or on well established and

regularly used desire line. Note that the

existing path at Uplawmoor which runs

adjacent to the railway alignment is included)

Existing rural lane / minor road (core path) –

Narrow single track rural roads that East

Renfrewshire Council have designated as

core paths

Line of railway or short link – No strong

existing path – generally associated with rural

areas – but also includes public park and

derelict ground at Wellpark

Existing residential street (Low traffic volumes)

– streets where it is anticipated that active

transport may be accommodated through

traffic calming measures

Existing sports ground (Private ownership)

Reference to an option of exploring potential

to utilise ground within the curtilage of junior

football ground

Existing Road (Higher traffic volumes) –

Roads where it is anticipated that to provide

active transport routes would require the

reallocation of road space.

Analysis would suggest that achieving the

Wellpark link would contribute considerably to

creating a simplified and more consistent

topography for the route.

37 48 6

Existing footpath

Existing rural lane / minor road (Core Path)

Line of railway or short link – no strong existing path

Existing residential street (Low traffic volumes)

Existing sports ground (Private ownership)

Existing road (Higher traffic volumes)
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5 2 1

Route Analysis 5.05 Desire Lines

Directness of route is a significant predictor of

use for active transport. linking communities.

This is particularly important to consider within

the context of this proposal, where there is an

existing direct road link between Neilston and

Uplawmoor, that whilst not meeting the

requirements for an inclusive active transport

link nonetheless may be utilised if the

proposed link fails to adequately provide a

safe direct alternative.

Options have therefore been considered in

relation to how well they contribute to a direct

connection between communities.:

Analysis suggests that the railway route is

significantly more direct than all other options

37 48 6

Most direct between

Uplawmoor and Neilston

Moderate deviation from

main desire line

Considerable deviation from

main desire line
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5 2 1

Route Analysis 5.06 Anticipated Range of Use

Broadest range of use

Broad range of use

Moderate range of use

Limited range of use

An attempt has been made to assess the

route in terms of its likely breath of appeal and

compatibility with the needs of different

identified users. These user groups have

been identified through public consultation

and analysis of route characteristics and

stated strategic aims of ERC

Route sections have been assessed in

accordance with the following :

• Route should have relaxed gradients

• Route should be direct

• Route should be suitable for considerable

identified everyday walking journeys – for

example routes to school.

• Route should be environmentally

attractive for walking and cycling

• Route should be off road and of

consistent character

Broadest range of use – fully compatible with

all five factors:

Broad range of use - compatible with four

factors

Moderate range of use – compatible with two

or three factors

Limited range of use – compatible with a

single factor only

Analysis suggests that the route following the

alignment of the existing railway line clearly

has the potential to attract the broadest range

of users.

37 48 6
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Design Development 6.01 Route Development Overview

Further to ascertaining and confirming,

through survey and analysis that the most

applicable connection, in terms of meeting

local need, between Neilston and Uplawmoor

was utilising the alignment of the former

railway line a concept design was prepared.

This concept was modelled using a 3D

engineering package – “Infraworks” to test

whether this route could be designed to meet

the design criteria set by Cycle by Design and

Sustrans Traffic Free Routes. Consideration

was given to meeting or exceeding the

requirements set out within “Places for

Everyone” as interpreted within the routes

standards page of this report, which was

presented in draft form at the first project

progress meeting in January 2020.

Through this process, Ironside Farrar were

satisfied that at concept stage, these criteria

could generally be achieved. The drawings

and animation prepared from this model were

then utilised at consultation events and

landowner discussions.

As per the survey, the design was sub-divided

into eight sections:

Section 1 Central Neilston

Section 2 Wellpark

Section 3 West Neilston

Section 4 Midgehole to Jaapston

Section 5 West of Jaapston

Section 6 Cowdenmoor

Section 7 Uplawmoor Woods

Section 8 Uplawmoor
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Element Specification

Surface HRA or other blacktop surface

Width 3m

Verge (maintained) 1 m

Gradient – preferred maximum 1:33

Gradient – maximum at entrances / exits 1:20

Road crossings (Residential areas) Traffic calmed tables to the approval of ERC 

Lighting To adoptable standard – within Neilston only

Rest points Likely required 200m spacing close to 

settlements. Typical 400m rural sections. 

Seating to be included

Gateways Design features at entrances

Interpretation Heritage and habitat – potential for community 

engagement

Drainage Surface impervious – SUDs – inc. swales 

likely. Causeway –no dig construction over 

waterlogged low points

Boundaries Agricultural stock fence, hedgerows where 

appropriate  (rural sections)

Additional Community focused landscape at Wellpark 

and Uplawmoor. Requirement to consider 

accommodation works for adjacent landuse

Habitat / biodiversity Use of native planting throughout.

Locations for tree, woodland and wildflower 

meadows to be identified

In order to develop concept designs a

draft working specification considering

various elements was produced and

presented.to the Client group and funder.

These design parameters for the Link were

generally described within the 2019

feasibility study and seek to follow Sustrans

/ Cycle by Design standards and

recommendations. They were expanded in

reflection of the additional detail

requirements for Stage 2 projects and

further to analysis of the site. This

information was utilised for public,

stakeholder and landowner consultations.

The specification took into cognisance the

landscape character and setting of the

route together with an initial assessment of

likely users.

During the preparation of concept

proposals the need for long term

management and maintenance of the route

was considered. In particular it was viewed

to be important to specify elements that are

robust and have relatively low maintenance

requirements.

.

It is noted that there could be the potential

that some of the route may be suitable for

a bridleway. There are stables adjacent.

The design requirements for a bridleway

are not included within this table, however

it would be the intention that if a bridleway

is to be constructed that it would meet

current BHS guidance. The possibility of a

bridleway is something that is likely to be

dependent on the detailed views of the

landowners within the rural sections of the

route.

Neilston Uplawmoor

Community Link Study May 2020

Design Development 6.02 Route Outline Specification
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Plan Illustrated the preferred route running

adjacent to the existing railway line and exiting

at car park for park and ride. It was noted that

there is a option to also utilise path within the

park to the south.

These formed the cues for public and

stakeholder consultation.
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Design Development 6.03 Section 1 Central Neilston
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Design Development 6.03 Section 1 Central Neilston

Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout .

• Consideration of location of road crossing

and desire for traffic calming..

• Consideration of car parking within the

park and other park users

• Consideration of access to station.
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Plan Illustrated the railway alignment through

vacant and derelict land to the rear of

housing. The design considered that the

whole site required to be viewed as a

complete entity and repurposed. As the site is

within cutting and rail bridges have been

infilled achievement of appropriate levels to

meet Cycle by Design standards. together

with requirement for road crossing were

particularly important aspects to consider

These formed the cues for public and

stakeholder consultation, together with

providing information to inform landowner

discussions. It is noted that there was a

detailed and specific consultation with the

residents that lived adjacent to this site.
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Design Development 6.04 Section 2 Wellpark
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Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout –

with particular reference to access points.

• Consideration of impact of ground

conditions and low points..

• Consideration of location of road crossing

and desire for traffic calming..

• Consideration of impact on residential

developments.
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Design Development 6.04 Section 2 Wellpark
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Plan Illustrated the railway alignment through

path infrastructure adjacent to housing then

through unmanaged land to the west. (Desire

line path). The design considered impact of

narrowings, where potential route is restricted

together with requirement for road crossing..

These formed the cues for public and

stakeholder consultation, together with

landowner discussions.
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Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout.

• Consideration of impact of localised

narrowings

• Consideration of location of road crossing

and desire for traffic calming.
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Plan Illustrated the railway alignment through

farmland along existing embankment. The

design considered access links to both

existing footpath network and Minor Road and

Jaapston .Land management issues and

access were considered as important cues for

discussion with landowners and also for

informing the wider public consultation.
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Design Development 6.06 Section 4 Midgehole to Jaapston
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Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout

• Consideration of potential impact of

design on farming operations

• Consideration of most appropriate access

points at Midgehole Glen and Minor Road

to Jaapston

• Consideration of most appropriate option

for missing bridge
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Design Development 6.06 Section 4 Midgehole to Jaapston
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Plan Illustrated the railway alignment through

farmland. Gradients within this section were

favourable the design considered land

management issues– as cues for discussion

with landowners and also for informing the

wider public consultation.
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Design Development 6.07 Section 5 West of Jaapston



Technical aspects of the design considered

included

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout.

• Consideration of potential impact of

design on farming operations

Neilston Uplawmoor

Community Link Study May 2020

Design Development 6.07 Section 5 West of Jaapston
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Design Development 6.08 Section 6 Cowdenmoor

Plan Illustrated the railway alignment through

farmland. Gradients within this section were

relatively favourable the design considered

land management issues– as cues for

discussion with landowners and also for

informing the wider public consultation.
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Design Development 6.08 Section 6 Cowdenmoor

Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout

• Providing a suitable connection to Shilford

Minor Road

• Consideration of potential impact of

design on farming operations
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Design Development 6.09 Section 7 Uplawmoor Wood

Plan Illustrated the railway alignment and

introduced the possibility that the section

could include access to Uplawmoor Wood. In

addition, water management and vegetation

management were also referenced – as cues

for discussion as part of the community

consultation process and as part of the

landowner discussions.
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Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout.

• Understanding of levels under existing

bridge.

• Consideration of potential impact of

design on adjacent landscape.
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Design Development 6.10 Section 8 Uplawmoor

Plan Illustrated the railway alignment and

introduced the possibility that the section

could include a potential community

greenspace. In addition, water management

and entrance points were also referenced –

as cues for discussion as part of the

community consultation process and as part

of the landowner discussions.
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Technical aspects of the design considered

included:

• Achieving suitable gradients throughout –

particularly associated with entry / exit

points.

• Understanding of levels under existing

bridge.

• Consideration of whether to utilise the

existing Castburn path

• Consideration of how heritage of site

could be included within the design.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.01 Introduction

Draft Ecological Appraisal prepared from desk study due to COVID-19

restrictions on fieldwork. Prior to these restrictions an initial walkover was

undertaken, with photographic survey in January 2020. It is noted that

ecological surveys are also season dependent and that the most field

information can be gathered during late spring and early summer. To

compensate for restrictive field work, a more comprehensive desk study was

undertaken.

Reference Documents / Material:

•Google Earth Pro – Route Fly through

•Bing Maps OS feature – Route identification

•Ordnance Survey Mapping – Sites of Wildlife Interest

•Canmore.org.uk – Uplawmoor Station

•Railscot – Uplawmoor Station

•You Tube Video – Uplawmoor Station

•Scottish Wildlife Trust – Loch Libo Reserve SSSI

•NBN Atlas – Habitat and Species Records

•Register of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (Scotland)

•Renfrewshire Biodiversity Action Plan 2018 – 2022

•Scotland’s Soils mapping (mineral gley indicating predominantly wet soils)

•Landscape Notes & Reports prepared by IFL

•General Notes

•Soils along the rail alignment are predominantly non-calcareous mineral gleys

saturated with groundwater for long enough periods. They are typical of

depression areas and low lying landscapes with shallow groundwater.

•NBN Atlas identifies a rich palette of flora and fauna along the rail alignment

comprising some 1,215 species from amphibians, insects, birds, molluscs,

mammals to algae, bryophytes, clubmosses and 215 flowering plants.

•Native trees / shrubs should include secondary canopy and field layers

including Rowan, Crab apple, Gean and Padus cherry, Blackthorn (essential

early blossoms for early pollinators), Guelder rose for insects and birds,

Honeysuckle for day and night flying moths and butterflies.

•Renfrewshire BAP favours retention and creation of lowland mixed deciduous

woodland including Birch woods and wet woodland both of which are in decline

in lowland landscapes. Previous BAP (2004-2011) also favoured the retention

and creation of mire ecosystems with associated plant assemblages.

Significant opportunities within Sections 2, 7 and 8 to support the development

of mire communities.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.02 Section 1 Central Neilston

Eco Assessment: Parks and recreation, two

grass playing pitches with car parking at the

northern and southern edges. Surfaced

path linking to play park. Scant tree cover

at railway alignment, however, surrounding

gardens provide some connectivity to wider

Cowden Hall Estate. Low ecological value,

key interest estimated as being attractive to

passerines and larger birds.

Eco Enhancements: Strengthen existing

tree cover at rail alignment and beyond

(pending permissions) with Scottish native

varieties appropriate to park setting -

Rowan, Gean and Birch to provide

secondary canopy and improve age /

species diversity. Supplement with screen

edge adjacent to railway including

Blackthorn, Guelder Rose and Honeysuckle

to benefit early pollinators, day and night

flying moths and birds that will forage the

berries.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.03 Section 2 Wellpark

Eco Assessment: Linear tract of vacant

land surrounded by housing. Reasonably

strong tree edge providing consistent cover

especially at the western end. IFL reports

the interior is low lying and prone to water

logging with rough grass and emerging

scrub traversed by a well-defined desire

line. Largely undisturbed scrub with trees is

ideal habitat for a variety of insects,

terrestrial invertebrates and birdlife.

Likelihood of badger presence is low, but it

would be useful to get this confirmed.

Eco Enhancements: Substantial potential to

create wildflower / wetland meadow

experience within sections of site and

capitalise on any perpetually wet areas to

develop bog planting. This will improve

biodiversity and encourage a greater range

of insects including moths, bees and

butterflies as well as birds. Suggested

varieties; Autumn Hawkbit, Bog Pimpernel,

Grass of Parnassus (regionally rare and

Scottish Wildlife Trust priority species), Red

Clover and Meadowsweet either seed or

selected plugs. Access via raised path /

causeway – minimal intervention to retain

waterlogged conditions.

Use of native woodland / thicket planting

towards boundaries could reinforce scrub

habitat..
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.04 Section 3 West Neilston

Assessment: Two distinct ecological value

types: the eastern section of rail alignment runs

behind housing to the north with open fields to

the south crossing a feeder burn for the Leven

Water near Glen Finlet Crescent. The burn lies in

a natural depression with large trees to the rear

of Glen Finlet Crescent and grass embankments;

north burn is manicured, south burn

embankments are lined with shrubs and trees

within agricultural land (Kilburn Farm).

Ecological interested is limited to birds, small

mammals and insects that would not be

impacted by the link development. The western

section will likely have greater ecological value

with the Leven Water linking to Midgehole Glen

via the old railway bridge. The Glen is incised

with reasonable tree canopy within unmanaged

land that in combination with the old bridge,

water and good canopy suggests bat presence

for roosting and forage. IFL also report raptor

sightings in this area which is in line with NBN

Atlas records. The environs do offer potential for

badger activity / forage, this would need to be

confirmed.

•Eco Enhancements: Good potential to expand

woodland planting and strengthen connectivity

between Leven Water and Midgehole Glen with

riparian tree species such as native Ash, Rowan,

Willow and Alder. Additional woodland creation

outwith railway alignment of primary and

secondary canopy with shrub layer and ground

flora is also recommended to boost biodiversity

and increase wildlife interest. Suggested

species; Crab apple, Gean, Bird cherry, Hazel

and Guelder rose. Also potential to increase

secondary canopy and shrub planting at Glen

Finlet Cres and Kilburn Farm, with landowner

permissions, to benefit birds, bats and insects

including moths and butterflies. Elsewhere

along the alignment hedge planting would

increase forage for birds and insects, suggest

this includes Blackthorn as early flowering

supports early pollinators.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.05 Section 4 Midgehole to Jaapston

Eco Assessment: The rail embankment

crosses improved agricultural land likely

used for grazing, the embankment peters

and becomes cut at the Jaapston Road

bridge. Mid point embankment are the

remnants of the old rail bridge that may

have some bat roost potential, survey

needed to confirm. Tree cover sparse and

confined to embankment and cutting sides,

hence ecological interest will be quite low

and confined to birds and insects.

Eco Enhancements: The most effective

way to create viable habitat is by hedge and

tree planting at the rail alignment; this will

provide edge structure connectivity to the

rich Leven Water and Midgehole Glen.

Cutting section of rail alignment would

benefit from edge planting of native shrubs

and wildflowers in plug form to increase the

species and structural biodiversity.

Replacement deck required at remnants of

rail bridge, possible bat mitigation for works.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.06 Section 5 & 6 Jaapston to Cowdenmoor

Assessment: The rail alignment runs from

the rail through improved grassland (Sect 5)

and semi improved grazing (Sect 6) passing

under Uplawmoor Road and Shillford Road.

The rail alignment is a mix of embankment

and cutting with dotted with a few large trees

along the route. Section 5 setting appears

quite level; Section 6 is more rolling and

appears to hold water (soft rush visible from

aerial imagery) crossing a land drain mid

point which accords with ‘wet ground’

assessment. Bridge structures offer bat

roost potential and tree line could offer some

forage, survey required to confirm. Other

ecological interests would likely be limited to

birds and insects.

Eco Enhancements: Potential for native

hedge and hedgerow tree planting to bolster

existing tree line, strengthen connectivity

and create a sustainable biodiversity

corridor. Also potential to introduce shrub

cluster at the land drain crossing with

associated plug planting of wild flowers, with

landowner permission. Suggested

enhancements would benefit birds, bats and

insect forage.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.07 Section 7 Uplawmoor Wood

Assessment: Well defined rail alignment in

cutting through some good large trees and

self seeded trees and shrubs. IFL report

and Your Tube video footage supports the

alignment is heavily in-filled with natural

regeneration which in combination with

adjacent bridge structures is likely to have

bat interest. The tree and shrub canopy will

likely be alive with birds and insects with

good potential for mammals at ground level;

mostly likely mice, voles and shrews with

some badger forage potential. Wider

environs include Loch Libo Nature Reserve

to the north managed by Scottish Wildlife

Trust (SWT) the reserve is a SSSI qualifying

interests are water and woodland birds,

small mammals including water vole, otter

and amphibians. Uplawmoor Wood and

disused quarry also lie to the north and will

significantly strengthen potential for raptor

presence / forage near the rail alignment.

IFL reports fern assemblages at the bridge

with wet ground beneath. A rich and varied

section of the route with likelihood for active

and varied ecological interest.

Eco Enhancements: As with Sect 2

substantial potential to create wildflower /

wetland meadow experience and capitalise

on any perpetually wet areas to develop bog

planting, species selection as per Sect 2

recommendations. This will include removal

of some natural regeneration but should be

done on a selective basis to favour retention

of well formed and age diverse trees and

shrubs. Suggested enhancements will

support the adjacent Uplawmoor Wood and

improve forage for bats, birds and a variety

of mammals. Due to wet ground access via

raised path / causeway with minimal

intervention to retain waterlogged

conditions.
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Draft Ecological Appraisal 7.08 Section 8 Uplawmoor

Assessment: The rail alignment runs along

side the Cast Burn between housing and

open agricultural land. There is reasonable

canopy cover to both sides at the east and

western ends, tress thin out at the mid point.

The remains of Uplawmoor Station platform

lies at the western end amid good closed

tree canopy; IFL reports regenerating scrub

and ferns growing from the disused platform

indicating a humid climate that likely include

fungi, bryophytes and lichens. Faunal

interest is likely to be foraging bats possibly

roosting in bridge structures at either end of

this section as well as woodland birds and

insects.

Eco Enhancements: Strong potential to

create a linear community eco-park by

capitalising on the existing variety of

ecological characteristics along the route.

Presence of the Cast Burn will add interest

and provide opportunity for wetland planting

or seeding along open sections, pending

landowner permissions. Supplementary

field and ground layer planting would

increase biodiversity, strengthen

connectivity and improve wildlife corridor

use.
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Stage 2 Design 8.01 Creating places and greenspace

In order to maximise benefit from

investment in access infrastructure, it is

important to consider the route as a linear

greenspace that should have a strong

sense of place, provide interest,

interpretation, places of rest and habitats

that support biodiversity.

Two recent Ironside Farrar Greenspace

projects – Fernbrae Meadows (Rutherglen)

– completed 2019 and Glen Esk (East

Kilbride) – Completed 2020 are illustrated

on this and the following page as

exemplars of this approach to landscape

which would have relevance to route

design for the Neilston Uplawmoor Link as

outlined within the concept drawings.

All design including the artworks and

interpretation were undertaken by

Landscape Architects following

consultation with the local community.

These were site specific interventions

aimed at improving bio-diversity,

encouraging active use of the site and

improving knowledge and enjoyment of

place.
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Within the project there are key areas and

aspects where this approach would be

particularly relevant:

Wellpark – Opportunity for community

greenspace including potentially community

growing and habitat enhancement within a

community greenspace.

Uplawmoor Station – Opportunity for a

community greenspace that provides a

destination and focus –based around the

heritage associated with the former platforms.

Nodes of Interest – Opportunity to create

small destinations / stopping points in key

locations which combine, seating,

interpretation and environmental play.

Gateways- Opportunity to create distinctive

entranceways to the greenspace which help to

promote and define its character.

Throughout the site there has been identified

areas with opportunities for habitat

enhancement – wildflower, woodland,

hedgerows and wetland. One of the significant

elements of wetland is sensitive path

construction – using a slightly raised –

causeway technique to maximise potential for

wetland creation and minimise habitat losses.
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Stage 2 Design 8.02 Typical detailing
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Typical cross sections have been

prepared indicating key principles of

corridor including:

• Surface widths

• Clear corridors

• Verges

• Water management / drainage / SUDS

• Boundary treatments

• Habitat creation / retention for wetland

areas
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Stage 2 Design 8.03 Design Solutions
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In order to facilitate landowner

discussions or to attempt to resolve detail

issues within sections of the site, a flexible

design approach has been adhered to

throughout the Stage 2 process –

exploring options with the Client group.

The missing bridge to the east of

Jappston is an example of this. It was

quickly identified that to simply span the

gap between the abutments would

constrain present farm access. By

providing options allows for a favoured

solution to be found.
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Stage 2 Design 8.04 Proposals
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Plans for the preferred route, sub-divided

into eight sections have been prepared to

scale utilising AutoCAD, with an OS base.

This drawings utilised information created

through use of a 3D civil engineering

programme to explore the technical and

topographical aspects of the concept

design.
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Next Steps 9.01 Stage 2 Conclusion

Stage 2 design has been undertaken in collaboration with the Client group of two community organisations, Neilston Development Trust and Uplawmoor Development Trust. Ironside

Farrar would like to thank all the volunteers and workers who have been so helpful in the production of the report and in delivering well organised community consultation events through

their long established channels. In addition the input of Sustrans officers and East Renfrewshire Council throughout this process has been invaluable.

The Stage 2 design tested the route proposed within the Stage 1 report and strongly concluded that not only did the route appear technically feasible but also it provided by far the best

option for facilitating safe, comfortable and independent walking, cycling and wheeling for everyone, linking the 5 kilometres between the two settlements.

Through Stage 2, despite the Covid 19 crisis, community, stakeholder and landowner consultations have continued to occur, allowing the design to develop and respond to local context.

It is assumed that this process will continue through Stage 3.

The Stage 2 design process was also informed through more detailed site investigation and consideration of potential audiences. Ecological assessment was also an important factor to

ensure the existing landscape was understood, allowing for the protection and enhancement of habitats to be included within the concept design. This provided the potential to provide a

high quality green corridor that creates a strong sense of place.

Through analysis and consultation, the design also identified sites and elements where there were opportunities to create new accessible greenspaces associated with communities.

These have the potential to tackle vacant, derelict or under utilised sites close to residential areas.

Whilst predominantly a project linking two communities through an off road route through green-belt, the proposals also included sections where, through traffic calming and associated

measures, road space has been reallocated at key locations to give additional priority to walking, cycling and wheeling.

The report has considered potential phasing to provide the basis of further project development within Stage 3. Some of the requirements identified as next steps for Stage 3 are listed on

the following page. It has been identified that each phase would deliver benefit individually, though the greatest positive impact on active transport would be through a full implementation

of the concept design.



Element Notes

Land owner consultations / 

agreements

Obtain Land Owner consents / agreements for all elements of project, including any leasing or land

purchase agreements. Within some sections of the project this process should be undertaken in

parallel with other detailed elements – such as maintenance and management agreements and

further topographical information to ensure all aspects are fully considered.

Traffic calming  /reallocation of 

Road Space

Detailed consultation and agreement with ERC on the design of traffic calming for the two

proposed road crossings and to Kingston Road. Roads Construction Consent potentially required.

Adoption / maintenance of core 

elements of route.

Obtain approval for the adoption and long term management of the core elements of the route –

path surface, verge, traffic calming and lighting where appropriate. Anticipated via ERC.

Adoption / maintenance of other 

aspects of route – rural sections.

Through consultation with landowner consider maintenance and management of boundary

treatments – fencing, potential tree and hedgerow planting.

Site investigation surveys Undertake S.I in key locations to inform the detailed engineering aspects of the design. This is

likely to be particularly pertinent for Wellpark – where detailed understanding of soils and below

ground conditions are likely to be important in developing viable options for a space with

community use – including consideration whether community growing areas are readily

achievable.

Structural Engineer surveys Undertake detailed surveys of all bridge structures associated with the route that are not presently

being inspected as part of the roads network. Undertake survey of abutments and embankments

associated bridge. Consider slope stability of Wellpark where works have been undertaken.

Hydrological assessment within waterlogged areas – particularly adjacent to Uplawmoor bridge

and at Wellpark.

Lighting Provide a detailed design via a Lighting Engineer.

Detailed topographical survey Obtain detailed topographical surveys for sections of route where additional information is required

for detailed design. This would require landowner permission. Sections where appropriate include

all road crossings and traffic calming areas, all entries and exits, the entire Wellpark site, the

Uplawmoor section where there is the potential for a community greenspace, the missing bridge to

the east of Jaapston.

Stakeholder consultations Detailed consultation with ERC regarding design, maintenance and adoption – as discussed

above. Consultation with statutory service providers regarding potential diversions or connections

– including lighting. Consultation with Planning and any statutory consultees required as part of

the Planning process.

Ecological reports Detailed reporting / survey within key locations identified within stage 2 ecological assessment –

likely to include a seasonal dependant bat survey.

Community Consultation / 

Audience development

Continued community consultation in line with funders guidance. There is likely to particular focus

within the two identified potential community greenspaces at Wellpark and Uplawmoor.

Community involvement is also likely to be an element in the design of gateway features /

interpretation and nodes.

Once Stage 2 - Concept is approved then

the production of detailed design will

require various inputs in terms of consents,

surveys and consultations. Whilst this list

may not be fully comprehensive it provides

a draft checklist for discussion and

consideration. It also should provide

assistance in creating a programme for

Stage 3.

Neilston Uplawmoor

Community Link Study May 2020

Next Steps 9.02 Checklist
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Phase A core section

Phase A associated section

Phase B core section

Phase B associated section

Phase C core section

Phase C associated section

It is recognised, given the nature of the route,

that it may be prudent to consider whether

phasing of works may be appropriate.

Phasing could allow for sections of the route

to be developed in stages. This may be a

useful strategy given that some sections may

require a longer consultation period than

others and that benefit may be accrued from

development of some key sections. Phasing

can also be useful in terms of budget

management and procurement.

In order to be successful any phasing

requires to demonstrate clear benefit on its

own merits. Taking that into consideration it is

viewed that there are three sections of the

route that fully meet that criteria and could

form the basis of a phased approach.

A - Section 3 (Green) -West of Neilston

Would provide access from Neilston to the

existing footpath network at Midgehole Glen.

Including section 4 would enable safe cycle

access from Neilston to the minor road (Core

Path) network.

B - Section 8 (Orange) - Uplawmoor

Would provide access within Uplawmoor and

create a community greenspace. Including

sections 5 – 7 would provide safe cycling and

walking access to the minor road (Core Path)

network.

C - Section 2 (Purple) -Wellpark

Key section of the route that would provide a

community greenspace and allow safe

walking and cycling access within western

Neilston. Including section 1 would improve

accessibility within Kingston Park and provide

a green link to Neilston Station.

37 48 6

Next Steps 9.03 Potential Phasing
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